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DIVERSIO\
In accordance with a previous editorial appearing in this magazine entitled "Balance," in which the author emphasized the importance of counterbalancing our everyday work with more pleasant activities, let us consider
further the position of the college student with respect to acquiring sufficient
diversion from his "daily grind" to satisfy his needs and promote his all-around
growth.
This is a problem which many students find difficult to solve, a problem
which may at times even result in provocation and restlessness on the part
of the student, because he feels that his best years are being wasted in
drudgery, with no haven of good times to relieve this incessant pressure of
daily work.
One reason for the existence of this problem probably lies in the fact that
some students are slow in adjusting themselves to the type of program followed
by institutions of higher learning, especially that followed by engineering
schools and other institutions where the nature of the work requires a more
elaborate schedule. After going through the comparatively easy high school
curriculum, a student considers his new tasks of such proportions that he must
devote a large percentage of his time to them, with the result that he feels
he is under great pressure and that life for him is indeed uninteresting. But
most students, after an examination of themselves, will find that there is no
need at all to be deprived of these essential diversions of social life and recreation; they will discover that by budgeting time properly it will be easy to adjust
activities so that these all-important diversions can find their place in college
life.
The college youth of the present generation may well consider themselves
fortunate in having such varied diversions, embodied in extra-curricular
activities, athletics, dancing, theaters, parties, and innumerable other means
of deviating from their routines. Our college days, thus enlivened by such a
wealth of pleasant diversions, would probably seem a paradise to students of
other days.
Handed down from generations past is the intensely interesting custom of
carrying on a spirited "rivalry" between the freshman and sophomore classes.
This in itself seems to be a diversion which not only overshadows the routine
work of classes but brings to life a spirit of fellowship and good sportsmanship. What more absorbing diversion can we find than one which carries
with it all this spirit and fun?
Here at Rose, where this "mock war" between freshmen and sophomores
rocks the campus for six months after a new class enters, we bring this
rivalry to a climax in paying homage to Saint Patrick on March 17, in honor
of the legend that he accomplished one of the greatest engineering feats by
banishing reptiles from Irish soil forever. Let us hope that future classes at
Rose will continue to adhere to this tradition in the true spirit and fashion
that the student should display in participating in all these life-enriching
diversions.

by Richard C. Milholland, freshman

AUTOMOBILES TO AIRPLANES
by Vinton B. Haas, sophomore, e.e.
of

is no longer the city
DETROIT
automobiles. It is now "All Out
For Victory" with the former auto
army
manufacturing
producers
trucks, airplanes, and machine guns.
This industry is the first of America's
great peacetime manufacturing industries to be chosen for 100 V( conversion to war production. Manufacture of motor cars has been completely cut off to permit the industry
to give its undivided attention to the
Battle of Production so that our
country can win the second World
War. Over nine billion dollars in
orders have been received by the
former auto manufacturers, and this
is only the beginning.
The great Chrysler Motor Company is producing tanks. At Willow
Run the girders have risen for the
three-million-acre Ford bomber factory, the largest in the world. Detroit
is not the only city which has undergone changes. In Saginaw, Flint, and
Pontiac, Michigan, men who were
trained in the making of cars are now
operating machines to produce guns.
This great change was not made over
night. Long before our actual entrance into the war, thousands of
engineers were working to redesign
old buildings and equipment and to
design new equipment suitable for
this mass production of munitions.
In tool shops master jigs are being
used to produce production jigs
which will be shipped to Chrysler.
They will aid in manufacturing the
nose and center section of a bomber
that must fit to the ten-thousandth
of an inch with a tail section made
by Hudson. In the Curtiss-Wright
plant the manufacture of airplanes
is done on production lines similar
to those used formerly in the auto
industry. Engineers are designing
equipment for use in munitions'
manufacturing which will do the
work of three or four old type machines in much less time and can be
operated by men who are less skilled.
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This type of equipment could not
have been used before, because of
its cost and the small demand for
munitions compared with the demand for munitions today.
There were many complications in
the task of turning Detroit's great
production lines to new purposes,
the latter being a great deal more
inflexible than one might suppose.
One must realize that those "lines"
were designed to assemble 30 to 60
cars an hour from 15,000 different
parts. In the making of a new model
car, the engineers were normally
working a year ahead. This time
could be shortened, but there was
also the business of machine tools
and tooling. The auto industry has
much equipment which cannot be
"tooled-up." An example is the
Multo-Au-Matics that bore out the
Ford V-8 cylinder block in a single
operation. These are usually used
from year to year except for very
radically changed models. Huge
presses which stamp out the entire
steel body top are ill-adapted to war
use. One of the most difficult problems is what to do with the great
presses. The war calls for fewer
pieces of big sheet steel than any
other item. Cast iron foundries are
likewise not of much use. Car assembly plants, of which the industry has
many, are of little help since they
consist mostly of spray booths, paint
ovens, welding and assembly fixtures,
and special conveyers.
The tooling-up of the automobile
equipment for the new model cars
is usually done over a six-months'
period from January to June. In the
lull of the summer the lines are shut
down while the new tooling is
mounted.
Therefore, even if one supposes
that the change to tanks, guns, and
planes involved no more preparation
than switching from model to model,
there must have been a delay. But
the hard realism that the engineers

came up against was not just a new
model problem. O. E. Hunt, General
Motor's great engineer, pointed out
that the only resemblance between a
Cadillac engine and an Allison aircraft engine is that they are both
four-cycle gasoline motors. Sorenson,
the Ford engineer, encountered the
same difficulty in the construction
of his radial-engine plant.
Up to now the discussion has been
entirely on the equipment which
cannot be used. There is much equipment, however, which can be altered
slightly for war production. The only
machinery General Motors had to
buy in order to make army trucks
was the equipment used in making
the universal joints on the front
wheel drive and the transfer case.
Chrysler needs 2,200 machine tools
to make the Bofors anti-aircraft
gun, and of that number, 600 are being taken from existing Chrysler
equipment.

W hat the Automobile
Companies are Doing
General Motors has promised to
produce war materials at an annual
rate of $3,104,000,000 when operating
at capacity. This figure represents a
much greater amount than the peak
peace-time rate. These war materials
vary all the way from submarine
engines to tiny ball bearings so small
they can scarcely be seen with the
naked eye. This production is being
carried on largely in General Motor's
own plants. In only one case is the
government setting up a new plant
for these projects.
Ford is another good example of
what the automobile industry is doing. In one of its automotive factory
buildings it is making airplane parts
with the use of only 100 new tools.
Presses which were employed in
making plastic products are being
used in making tank parts. Complete
tanks will be assembled at one of
The Rose Technic
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the plants. Truck engines, "jeep" demand. Ford and General Motors
engines, bomber parts, and sub- are being brought into the tank promarine parts are all being produced gram and will go along with Chrysler
in one building.
in helping to satisfy requirements.
The Pontiac Motor Division of
General Motors is making 20-mm Shells and Guns
Oerlikon anti-aircraft guns for the
The production of shells and guns
Navy. Since May they have installed is in somewhat better state than the
hundreds of new machines which heavy tank production. General
will eventually require the services Motors is turning out 75-mm and
of 5,000 men.
105-mm shells at Lansing, Michigan,
and shell cartridges at Anderson,
Breaking the Automobile De- Indiana, at thousands per day. They
fense Industry Into Its Parts: are also in production on .30 and .50
caliber Brownings and the 20-mm
The Army On Wheels
Oerlikon anti-aircraft gun as well as
Keeping the army on wheels has the 20-mm Hispano-Suiza cannon.
always been the job of the automo- Chrysler is producing 40-mm Bofors
bile industry, but now the job has anti-aircraft guns with Firestone
been greatly expanded. There are a making the undercarriages.
wide variety of army motor vehicles.
The "jeep," manufactured by Ford, Marine Equipment
Bantam, and Willys, is used for disThe Navy has been more forwardpatch carrying and skirmishing. It
looking in its war orders than has
carries three men with a machine
been the Army. The G. M.'s Diesel
gun, or five men with rifles, and rolls
division at Cleveland is making 12about 60 miles per hour over rough
cylinder Diesels developing over
country. There are field radio cars,
1,500 horsepower for submarines and
armored scout and command-reconsmaller engines and for auxiliary
naissance cars, half-ton trucks adaptuse on both submarine and naval
ed to the transportation of troops,
craft. The second producer of marine
75-mm field guns made by Dodge.
engines is Packard, which makes a
Included also are heavy duty trucks
12-cylinder gasoline engine that
of four tons capacity and others
equipped for towing howitzers and powers the Navy's fast "PT" boats.
carrying pontoons and engineering More recent developments in the
topographical units. Fundamentally, marine field include Chrysler's ennone of these vehicles offer many
engineering problems, although they
must be of sturdier build than the
former pleasure car and usable on
rough or highly elevated ground.

gine and propulsion machinery for
the Navy's experimental "Sea-Otter"
type of cargo ship.

Aircraft
The engine program for aircraft
is divided into two groups, the inline engine production by Packard
and Allison and the radial engine
production. Packard is now completely tooled up and is delivering
Rolls-Royce engines, although Allison does most of the larger production of in-lines. Although General
Motors, Ford, and Chrysler are all
working on 2,000-horsepower in-line
engines, none have as yet been able
to build a power plant that can
match the biggest radials of Pratt &
Whitney and Wright. Ford has led
the way with his engine plant making 2,000-horsepower Pratt & Whitneys. His aim is to build 800 per
month. These will be principally for
two-engine bombers.
Although this resume touches only
a small portion of the work being
done by the automotive industries,
it should be evident that they are
performing great tasks for our
country. And although battles are
won by men in the field, without the
factories with their machines and
without great engineers who are behind this conversion from automobiles to airplanes, this war could not
be won.

Tanks
Chrysler has constructed a great
tank-producing arsenal covering
700,000 square feet which is packed
with over 1,000 heavy machines and
8,000 tools, gauges, and fixtures, all
new. It is now producing more than
five units per day and is a fine example of engineering work. Production of light tanks weighing 12 tons
by the American Car and Foundry
Company is probably satisfactory
enough at 300 per month. Production of medium-sized and heavy
tanks is not nearly enough for the
March, 1942

Courtesy Automotive and Aviation Industries

Inspecting an engine built by the automotive industry.
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\ESTS FOR U. S. WARBIRDS
by John T. Newlin, junior, c.e.
DRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has
asked the nation to build 60,000
planes this year and 125,000 planes
next year. These will be military
planes destined to seek out and destroy the enemy. They will be the
best which American brains and
American determination can produce. With these 185,000 complex instruments, each requiring thousands
of man-hours of work to build, our
air force will be the best in the
world.
But planes alone are not enough.
The united efforts of the people of
America can build these clouds of
planes, but to be effective they must
have bases from which to operate
and organizations equipped to build
new air bases when and where they
are needed. General Arnold, noted
American authority on military aviation, has compared the air force to
a three legged stool. One leg is the
planes, the second leg is the men to
pilot and maintain them, and the
third leg is the air bases at which
these war birds are nested. In order
for the stool to stand, all three legs
must be in good condition. It is the
third leg, the leg furnished by air
bases and landing fields, which is the

responsibility of the army engineers.
The strength of this leg has been
the determining factor in historic
battles of this second World War.
One reason the Germans have not
succeeded in destroying the R. A. F.
is because the British have built
many small, well camouflaged landing fields which the Germans have
not been able to eliminate. The fields
are scattered so that they do not
offer effective targets, and the R. A.
F. has been able to keep its fighters
in the air to defend England. In
Crete the R. A. F. had no such system of landing fields and was quickly grounded.
The United States planes in
Hawaii were based on conspicuous
airdromes which became the first
targets for Jap bombs when Pearl
Harbor was attacked. Given a good
system of landing fields, an air force
can become very effective. Without
them, its strength is easily drained
away.
The United States Army has organized about a half-dozen engineer
battalions and regiments with the
specific job of building air bases for
the Army Air Corps. These units
are well supplied with powerful

Courtesy Military Engineer

to the
The ease with which the steel sections can be transported by truck adds greatly
portability of these runways.
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earth-moving equipment and have
built landing fields in many of our
island bases. They are working in
Iceland, Greenland, Alaska, and the
Atlantic bases.

Steel Runways
During the fall maneuvers of the
First Army in North Carolina, the
21st Engineer Regiment (Aviation)
from Langley Field constructed a
remarkable new-type landing field
which General Arnold called "the
year's greatest achievement in aviation." This metal landing mat is being tested and seems destined for a
great future. Steel panels 10 feet
inch thick,
long, 15 inches wide,
each weighing 65 pounds, are laid
transversely to the length of the
runway. These panels have three
rows of holes cut in them to reduce
their weight and to allow grass to
grow through the mat to hide the
runway. The panels slide together
so that they interlock and form a
tight rigid mat 150 feet wide and
3000 feet long. No special tools are
required to join them and they are
quickly locked together so that an
entire runway can be laid out in 60
hours.
This portable landing field was
invented by a sales representative of
the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation in Pittsburgh. American steel
mills now are equipped to roll the
sections as fast as required by the
Army.
Although the German, French,
and British have experimented with
portable steel mats of different types,
this pierced plank type used by the
United States Army is distinctly an
American development. It is made
from fabricated stripped steel which
is readily available in the United
States.
For added strength in the planks,
vertical flanges are bent into the
steel between the rows of holes.
These flanges provide a beam-like
The Rose Technic

strengthening action which allows
the mats to bridge slight irregularities in the ground surface.
The purpose of the steel mats is to
enable an attacking army to quickly
build landing fields which are near
the front lines. The mats must be
light and yet strong enough to provide a solid runway over beaches
or soft ground. The type mat which
has been described seems to meet
the qualifications, but the army is
testing other similar types in the
search for a still better portable
runway.
The engineers have tested a mat
built up from bars and rods. This
has been made in two weights—one
for pursuit planes and the other, a
heavier type, for heavier bombers.
They have been used at Fort Belvoir
and Puerto Rico.

Runways of Wood and Wire
In the German campaign in Norway, effective use was made of portable landing mats. The problem of
providing suitable landing fields to
follow up an advance probably must
be answered by a portable mat of
some type. When the British "Commando" troops raided Norway early
this winter, they destroyed a German runway built from lumber.
The British in Libya found that
strips of ordinary chicken wire
woven together and tied down with
other wire held the sand in place
so that a satisfactory base was obtained. Better still, it was reported,
is the use of calcium chloride to absorb moisture from the air and tie
down the dust. This tends to darken
the ground and hide the runways
which ordinarily appear as long
white scars cut in the ground.
The British also have used extensively a light type which they call
the Army track. This weighs only
about one pound per square foot,
but it is reported not to have the
strength of light American types developed by the army engineers.
In the United States many of the
runways have been made of soilcement. About two dozen army and
navy fields in the United States were
made partly or entirely by this
March, 1942

method during 1941. One advantage
of soil-cement construction is that
gravel does not have to be hauled to
the construction site. Portland cement is mixed with the soil, and with
the addition of water, it hardens to
form a satisfactory runway. This
method of airport construction has
also been used in many foreign
countries with success.

Concrete for the B-19
Much has been said about the runway thicknesses required for the
very heavy bombers. Of interest is
the special runway built for the huge
B-19, world's largest airplane. Last
summer this bomber made its trial
tests on newly completed runways
at Clover Field, Santa Monica. The
runway is 200 feet wide, 3870 feet
long, and was constructed in 121
/
4
foot strips of Portland cement concrete. The thickness was the same
as used for most highways 9-6-9 inch
cross section. That is, the concrete is
nine inches thick at the edges of each
slab and six inches thick in the center. Although the concrete had been
poured for only a short time, and
had not attained its maximum
strength at the time the
huge plane was making
its trial runs, there was
no evidence of distress
in the concrete.

Hawaii had been protected by such
earthworks, the Pearl Harbor story
might have been different. The radio
air command stations at central
bases must be very effectively protected against bombing attacks, for
they are the nerve centers of air
squadrons and their work must not
be disrupted.

Concealment, Camouflage,
and Deception
Concealment is a very important
duty of aviation engineers. Peacetime air fields are made as conspicuous as possible. They are laid
out in symmetrical patterns with
white concrete runways and rows of
white hangars to identify them as
air fields. Even army air bases which
were built during peacetime followed this procedure, but during
wartime a conspicuous air field is
very vulnerable to air attack. Therefore, all air fields built by army engineers must be designed with the
need for camouflage and concealment in mind. Where possible, planes
should be hidden in protected parking places at a distance from the
(Continued on Page 24)

Bomb Shelters
An important duty of
aviation engineers is
that of providing shelter for the planes and
personnel of army landing fields. It is impractical to provide bombproof shelters for airplanes. The cost of such
shelters would be greater than the cost of the
planes they would protect. However planes
on the ground can be
safeguarded from all
but direct bomb hits by
building earth revetments about the planes.
If U. S. planes in

Courtesy Military Engineer

One of the important features of the new runways is the
speed obtainable in assembling the sections.
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CHEMISTRY - - IN THE
FOREFROV OF DEFENSE
by Michael W. Percopo, junior, ch.e.
DLASTICS—what do they have to
I do with national defense? When
most people think of plastics, they
associate the material with such
articles as juke boxes, radios, sun
goggles, piano keys, ash trays, steering wheels, telephones, and other
novelties but fail to see how plastics
thrust themselves into the picture
of our war effort. Yet they can
hardly be blamed for this lack of
knowledge since most of the industrial products made of plastics are
small items hidden in machinery
parts and factory and electrical
equipment. These industrial uses
have already multiplied so as to consume over 50% of the U. S. volume.
Besides their use in industry, plastics
run invisibly through the "innards"
of tanks, battleships, bombers, and
the whole reach of military ordnance.
Gunstocks are being made of plastics, and they are ready to be substituted for silk in powder bags and
parachutes and for tin in tin cans.
Gas masks and shell casings are

other possible applications.
The plastic industry today has 123
producers of raw materials and 285
processors with 500 plants. Because
of the many different producers and
processors, the industry is in a somewhat choatic state. Although there
are really only 14 to 20 plastics, they
are sold under about 240 trade
names.
To give a concrete definition of a
plastic is quite an assignment. Plastics are not found anywhere in nature and, in a truer sense than any
other material, are man made. All
plastics are derived from organic
compounds, such as casein in milk
and cellulose in cotton and wood or
from once-living vegetable and animal matter like coal, coal-tar chemicals, and closely related petroleum
with its multitudinous derivatives.
Mix together two common substances such as phenol and formaldehyde, add a third substance as a
catalyst, supply heat, and presently
a non-crystalline precipitate will
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form. This precipitate is a plastic—
a synthetic material. Its chief distinguishing component is a resin or
other organic binder. At some intermediate stage the plastic must be
capable of being shaped or cast. At
some subsequent stage it must be
brought to a more or less rigid condition.
There are plastics that are as
transparent as crystals and tinkle
like glass. Others stretch like rubber
and come in translucent, rainbow
hues. Some can be sprayed like
lacquer, make cordage with the
tensile strength of steel, are lighter
than aluminum, are tough enough
to help stop bullets, and are finer
than silk. But plastics, like any other
material, also have disadvantages.
No plastic yet has proved itself
capable of standing up under years
of weathering. No plastic has been
developed that can be shaped to the
exacting dimensions used in producing metal parts. Phenolic laminates
go into silent timing gears, however,
within the tolerances of the automobile industry. Transparent plastics do
not possess the scratch resistance of
glass; thus they are prevented from
invading the optical field with revolutionary, unbreakable, and cheaper
lenses.
Plastics are divided into two
classes as far as their workability is
concerned. These two classes are the
thermoplastic and thermosetting
types. The thermoplastics flow to a
given form under heat and pressure,
harden upon cooling, and can always
be remelted with sufficient heat. The
thermosetting materials also flow
under heat and pressure but harden
or set at high heat into an infusible
and insoluble form that cannot be
reversed.
The manufacture of plastic articles
is relatively simple compared to the
The Rose Technic

manufacture of metal articles. The
machine used for the production of
plastic articles from thermosetting
materials resembles the old hydraulic
press. The principle of operation is
simple and is shown in Fig. I. The
molding powder, pressed into pellet
form, is placed in the metal mold
cavity. The molds are heated constantly by means of steam or gas, and
hydraulic power presses the lower
mold against the upper mold. When
the temperature reaches 250° to 365°
F. the molding powder begins to
liquefy and with a pressure of 1,000
to 8,000 pounds per sq. in. applied
by the press, the plastic material is
caused to flow and fuse into the
shape of the mold. When the jaws
open the plastic sticks to the top
mold, but ejector pins knock the
molded article free. The time required for the operation varies from
one to ten minutes.
In shaping the thermoplastic type
of material an injection molder is
used. The injection molder is a new
type of machine first adapted by the
Germans. It is similar in operation
to the Linotype or lead-casting
machine and works on the same
principle. Fig. II illustrates this
type of molder. The molding powder
feeds from a hopper into a heated
cylinder where it melts. A plunger
within the cylinder forces a charge
of hot liquid plastic through a
nozzle at one end into a cold mold.
As soon as the hot plastic hits the
cold mold, it hardens. The mold
opens and ejects the finished product,
repeating this cycle as fast as four
to six times a minute. As compared
with the fastest compression molder
which shapes 480 pieces in an eighthour shift, the injection molder
shoots out 2,880 finished pieces in
the same time. It is readily apparent
that the injection molder caused a
revolutionary change in the plastic
industry by lowering the price of the
thermoplastics.
Another type of plastic materials
called laminated plastics are analogous to reinforced concrete.
They are made by bonding wood and
plastic material in sandwich form to
attain great tensile strength and
NI a r c h. 1 9 4 2

superior shock resistance. Plastic Vinyon. All colors for raincoats, beer
plywood at the present time occupies known as celluloid. Big drawback is
the limelight since all-plastic-ply- its high flammability.
wood airplanes are in the experiPhenolic — 1909. Thermosetting
mental stage. The tantalizing probphenol formaldehyde usually called
lem in building a true all-plasticBakelite. Used in electrical equipplywood airplane has been to mold
ment, rayon machinery, automobile
wings or half fuselages at one time
working parts, and the impregnation
as hollow, rigid "skin stressed"
of plywood.
structures capable of supporting
Casein-1919. Casein formaldethemselves. Work is being done to
hyde.
Used largely for buttons,
solve the problem of mass producbuckles
and other small items.
tion, but already an all-plastic-plyAlkyd-1926. Phthalic or maleic
wood combat airplane has been deanhydride — glycerin. Known as
livered to the army for testing.
Today the bottleneck in aircraft Glyptal. Used in paints, varnishes,
production is not in fuselages but in and lacquers.
Cellulose Acetate — 1927. Celluengines. An all-plastic-plywood body,
however, would decrease the cost of lose acetic acid. Known as tenite.
an airplane tremendously. For in- Inflammable. Tough, transparent,
stance a Navy Consolidated two- colorful thermoplastic.
engine seaplane has 320,000 rivets,
Urea-1929. Thermosetting. Comeach of which costs an estimated 5 monly called Beetle. Important in
cents to make and drive in—that color fields where molded phenolics
represents a sum of $16,000. By using are unsuitable: buttons, tableware,
a plastic plywood body no rivets etc.
would be needed, and the cost would
Vinyls—Large family of thermobe 2/3 to 1/5 the cost of a metal plastics from acetylene and natural
airplane.
gas. Most of its development has
But not only is there thought of been crowded into the last few years.
a plastic plywood airplane, a plastic
(Continued on Page 24)
house is being considered and a plastic
car. The future of
plastics is bound up
N
in a set of economic
relationships. A s
Conil)2ESSI ON
soon as greater proMO LDI N G
duction and lower
prices are realized
perhaps we will
have plastic cars
and houses.
STILAM
A list of plastics
follows with a typical trade name for
each. This list is not
intended to be complete, for a new
plastic is probably
being developed
while this is being
written.
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in this celebration and the first
"Rosie" was built as the symbol of
Rose school spirit. The event met
with such success that it was inthe
when
days
old
augurated as an annual affair.
In the good
St. Pat's Day at Rose
Frosh
the
severe,
clime was quite
In the years that have followed
When the sun begins to lengthen from Poly were allowed to shed their
historic occasion, St. Pat's has
that
and
heavens
the
its journey across
"pots" to don something more subthe usual change to fit
undergone
of
promise
each breeze carries the
stantial to stay the cold of Jack
of
the
times. Today the stuthe
pace
spirited
spring, the thoughts of every
Frost. Arising from this situation
restrain
body
dent
themselves durindividual with a taint of Irish blood was the problem of the day when
surging through his veins go back to they should wear again the symbol ing the rest of the year in order to
the Emerald Isle. The month of of their lowly station. A committee make each celebration better than
March is always colored by green appointed by the Student Council the one in the preceding year. The
ties and shamrocks leading to a in the year of Our Lord 1915 arrived approach of the day is marked by
climax with the celebrating of that at the solution.
the unrest of the freshmen whose
glorious day when St. Patrick exiled
feet itch to tread the coveted path
Since green was in order on March and whose heads feel weighted down
the reptiles from Ireland.
We engineers hold the blessed man 17, the freshmen should be only too by the green "pots." The sophomores
in highest esteem, for certainly it happy to show respect for our patron whose duty it is to see that the freshwas the greatest engineering feat of saint. The combination of such two men are properly educated in the
all time. It is only fitting that engi- important events called for a suitable ways of gentlemen place brotherly
neering students the world over celebration. Elaborate plans were
hands on their esteemed underclassshould most reverently cut all classes made for a parade and a gala
men and explain in a kindly manner
on the seventeenth of March to com- night to be spent at the Follies
either they wear their hats and
that
memorate his noble deed. Let it then playing at the Hippodrome.
path or be among
never be said that a true son of Rose The parade was a huge suc- shun the cinder
was ever caught being unfaithful, cess and succeeded in tying up the first to go bathing this season.
for the school history reveals how traffic at Seventh and Wabash Tete-a-tetes burst forth on the cam-.
each and every one has skipped Streets for an hour. It seems appro- pus or in the school building whenclasses in a style to make the old priate to mention that the Royal ever it appears that the freshmen
Order of the Elephant was founded need to be reasoned with concerning
fellow proud.
their conduct. All those who survive
until the evening of the seventeenth
bear their battle scars proudly to the
St. Pat's Dance which is noted for
the unbending spirit shown by the
usually aloft student body. The
dance is characterized by the Irish
spirit of the day, with green being
the predominant color and all the
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPME\T
edited by John E. Metz, junior, m.e.
Marine Radio Unit
The recent standardization of the
marine radio represents a decided
step forward in marine design.
Previously the installation of radio
equipment on shipboard had followed no fixed plan. The equipment
was placed wherever space and convenience necessitated. With the plans
for building a large number of new
cargo vessels came the incentive to
standardize radio-room installations
and to unify the equipment to a point
where the majority of the work
could be done before placing the
apparatus on board a vessel. For
this reason the Federal Telegraph
Division of the International Telephone and Radio Manufacturing
Corporation of Newark, N. J., I. T.
and T. associate, has developed a
single unit of equipment housing all
of the apparatus necessary for a
modern, efficient, and completely reliable radio-room installation for
cargo vessels.
This marine radio unit is furnished
completely cabled, adjusted, and
ready for installation. It possesses
all of the features required by the
Federal Communications Commission, the Bureau of Marine Inspection, and the U. S. Marine Commission, plus many additional features
included for increasing operating
efficiency and permitting ready
maintenance. As soon as the power
supply and the antenna are connected the unit is available for use.
The equipment includes a main
transmitter which delivers 300 watts,
operating from a 24-volt storage
battery. Two motor generators are
also provided, one acting from the
ship's power and the other from the
battery power. This transmitter provides operation on any five predetermined frequencies in the range
March, 1942

of 350 to 500 kc. The frequency can
be varied by adjusting only two
controls. Production of such a compact unit necessitates the use of a
high-frequency power source; so
the generators develop power at
720 cps for operating the full-wave
mercury-vapor rectifier and filter
system in the transmitter.
This unit also includes two receivers. The regular one, 128-AX,
covers the frequency range of 15 to
650 kc in four bands. The receiver
is battery operated to minimize
noise and to provide reliability in
case of failure of the ship's power.
The second receiver, 123-BX, is a
simple one using a crystal detector.
This receiver, use of which is mandatory on all ocean-going vessels, provides means for reception should
all other devices fail.
The marine radio unit provides
complete auto alarm equipment,
which is used to monitor the calling
and distress band (500 kc) whenever the operator is not on duty, or
when he is receiving on some other
band. When the international distress call consisting of 12 foursecond dashes spaced one second
apart, is received, the auto alarm,
by means of a selector device, causes
bells in the radio room, the operator's room, and the ship's bridge
to operate, and they can only be
silenced from the operating position.
The device is foolproof. It possesses
such features as the automatic
transfer to battery power upon
failure of the ship's power and the
operation of an alarm bell should
a tube fail, the motor speed vary,
or the voltage of the battery supply
drop abnormally.
A radio clock is placed directly in
front of the operator, in line with his
eyes. There are special indications

for silent periods, and the foursecond intervals are marked in red
on the second hand scale to aid in
transmitting the international distress signal, if this should be necessary. This distress signal may be
transmitted by an automatic keying
device associated with the auto
alarm, which may be placed in operation by the closing of a single
switch on the auto alarm panel.
Two sets of batteries are provided
for both the auto alarm and the main
receiver, and the switching facilities
permit charging one set of batteries
while the other is in use. All charging resistors, which are mounted in
clip holders to enable ready replacement, are placed within the cabinet,
the generated heat being exhausted
by a fan which also serves to cool
the transmitter components. This
fan is automatically placed in operation when any of the charging or
transmitter switches are thrown, its
speed being proportional to the heat
generated. Although the placement
of charger components and the discreet use of baffle plates provides
natural ventilation, absolute safety
in case of failure of the fan is insured by a thermostat which turns
off the supply power in case the
generated heat becomes excessive.
Emergency illumination of the
equipment controls and motor generator units is provided in case of failure of the ship's power.
All of the apparatus is much more
accessible than ever before in marine
equipment. With the exception of
the antenna switch, all panels are removable from the front. Additional
access to the interior for routine inspection is permitted by two side
doors.
This marine radio unit has been
constructed mechanically for severe
Page
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use under conditions of extreme vibration. All panels are copper
plated before painting to prevent
rust, should the paint become chipped. The doors are reinforced to prevent annoying rattling, and threepoint door latches are used. To facilitate transportation through narrow
passageways and doors, the equipment may be divided into two equal
sections, which are bolted together
after being mounted in place. Special
terminal facilities are provided to
simplify this procedure. A compartment for spare parts is provided in
the base section.
The apparatus has been carefully
treated for electrical noise by use of
filters and adequate shielding of conductors.
All of the 312 "Liberty" (EC-2)
vessels now under construction by
the U. S. Maritime Commission are
having this marine radio unit placed
on them. It is estimated that the time
required to install the marine radio
unit is only one fifth that required
to install the twelve equivalent
pieces of apparatus which this unit
replaces. The standardization of
parts and placements makes it possible to now place an operator who
is familiar with this equipment on
any vessel in the "Liberty" fleet,
with the assurance that he will be
able to operate efficiently without
any additional instruction, since

front and rear blackout lanmps in
addition to the regular lighting
equipment, a brush guard to protect
Puddle-Iumpin'Ieeps
the front of the car, a folding windHaving proved to be very success- shield, and a folding top. In tests
ful in Army maneuvers, "command- the cars could carry a quarter-ton
reconnaissance 4-4's," commonly load up seventy-six per cent grades.
Their success lies in fuel economy
known as "jeeps," are being protheir high degree of maneuverand
duced en masse by several autoover rugged terrain.
ability
mobile manufacturers. The Army
plans to amass a fleet of thirty thousBlind Spot Riveting
and of these small trucks and should
In the assembling of planes and
soon reach this goal if present provehicles there arises frequentother
duction is continued.
Most of the jeeps have four- ly the problem of riveting a "blind"
cylinder engines of about forty section. To get around this difficulty
horsepower, giving them a top speed explosive head rivets and self-tapof sixty miles per hour. A four- ping screws have been used. A revwheel drive, from which the front olutionary method of assembling has
wheels may be disconnected, and been devised by the United Carr
tires with heavy snow and mud Fastening Company of Canada. The
tread, provided excellent traction. rivets used are hollow and are
The trucks were designed to carry stamped from strip stock at the rate
three men and a machine gun, but of 110 per minute.
they can be used to haul light field
An ordinary steel nail is used in
pieces or for quickly transporting the operation. The head of the nail
troops.
is smaller than the hole through
which the rivet is to pass and larger
approxjeep,
a
of
The light weight
the hole in the rivet. The head
than
or
two
imately one ton, permits
the
nail is slipped into the rivet
of
three to be transported in a bombing plane, the combination making hole from the front side of the seca very mobile unit. The illustration tion to be riveted. The rivet is
shows the light trucks being ferried slipped on the nail until it butts
across a river on rafts constructed against the head of the nail inside
with two assault boats, three ponton of the rivet hole. A squeezer is used
balk, and six chess lashed together. which grips the shank of the nail
The vehicles are equipped with and pulls, while the rivet is held
each knob and control is in the same
place on each vessel.

Courtesy Military Engineer
across Red River.
Raft made of two assault boats and ponton equipment for ferrying "Jeeps"
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tight against the plate by air pressure. The head of the nail forces the
inside of the rivet to expand and
fastens it tightly on the inside of the
section. The head strips from the
shank when the expansion of the
rivet reaches a point sufficient to
provide maximum holding power.
The shank is then removed and the
finished rivet fastening resembles a
doughnut.
This hollow rivet can be applied
five to six times as fast as other types
and has proved to be very efficient.
The rivet is usually made of monel,
duralumin, or carbon steel.

Crystallinity in Cellulose Esters
The toughness, strength, and flexibility of plastics which are being extensively employed as metal substitutes are influenced by the arrangement as well as the composition of
their giant molecules, which are
thousands of times larger than those
of water or gasoline. Compounds
such as cellulose acetate and cellulose butyrate, used for electrical insulation, photographic film, airplane
dopes, and lacquers, were recently
tested and studied in order to discover the fundamental properties
which make these materials resistant to shock, bending, twisting, and
dimensional changes.
The studies were undertaken on a
molecular scale rather than with the
usual engineering tests, the high
magnification necessary being obtained by photographing X-rays
after they had passed through selected samples of the plastics. After
three or four hours' exposure, these
appear on the developed photographic film as circles, with the
sharpness and number of the circles
showing the degree of crystallinity.
In striking analogy to the behavior
of metals, it was found that the
cellulose esters could be quenched
by rapid cooling from the molten
state. The long polymer molecules
were then found to be disordered
with respect to each other, in contrast to their crystalline positions.
However, when these plastics are
cooled slowly from the melt, much
greater order is present.
March, 1942

When molecules of the plastic
have the maximum disorder, the
material tends to be most soft and
flexible, and when they are most
ordered, or crystallized, the material
is strongest and hardest. These extremes are illustrated by gum rubber, in which the molecules are disordered; while in ice or sugar, which
are brittle, they are almost perfectly
ordered.
The X-ray studies show that various amounts of order and disorder
can be produced in a given cellulose
plastic by the quenching or tempering treatment. Evidently, a compromise between extremes of flexibility
and brittleness is most desirable for
toughness and general industrial
utility.

ed to close dimensional tolerances
so that no redesigning or special
engineering is required.
Another powdered metal product
known as "Porex" has been introduced by a division of General
Motors for use in the control of filtration and flow of fluids and gases.
It can be used to remove foreign
materials from fluids, such as oil,
and to alter the characteristics of
gases by diffusion, reducing pressures, and controlling flow rates.
When used to prevent clogging of
Diesel injector nozzles, it removes
fibrous materials not eliminated by
other types of filters. This new filter
is also valuable for separating oil,
moisture, and solids from the air
supplied to paint spray equipment.
Its physical properties, such as
Porous Powdered
structure, porosity, strength, and
Metal Products
ductility can be varied within certain
limits to suit specific applicaIntroduced to conserve copper,
tions,
and similar variations are
porous iron bearings manufactured
available
in its size and shape. This
by The Keystone Carbon Co. are
material
is
available in the form of
stronger than porous bronze bearsheets,
disks,
cylinders, and trunings and are interchangeable in most
cated
cones,
as
well as in special
applications. The bearings are made
shapes.
from powdered iron which is molded
to the desired size and shape, baked,
One important feature of "Porex"
and finally saturated with oil. Be- is that it can be bonded to steel and
cause of the porosity of the bear- copper and in this way can be made
ings—about 25 to 30 per cent—they an integral part of solid metal, which
are able to store a large amount of can be machined, ground, bored,
oil. Although additional lubrication threaded, or otherwise processed to
is recommended for heavy duty or suit requirements.
continuously operating units, the original oil reserve
lasts the entire life
of the bearing in
many cases.
The new bearings
have a low coefficient of friction
which, together
with the self-lubricating qualities,prevents excessive
temperatures, speed
reduction, no is e,
and shaft scoring.
Supplied in both
standard and special shapes, the
bearings are mold-

Courtesy Machinery

Various-sized filters made from powdered metal.
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AROU\D THE CAMPUS
by Frederick L. Kolb, junior, m.e.
Defense Courses

sentative at Rose for the United
States Office of Education which is
the governmental sponsor of the
courses. Rose now offers a choice of
12 courses to those wanting to become more proficient in any one of
a number of jobs vital to defense.
Among them are Engineering Drawing and Design, Analytical Chemistry, Chemical Production, Power
Plant Engineering, Internal-Combustion Engines, Radio Engineering, and many others. The courses
are all 16-week courses and will
be completed some time in May. No
college credit is given for completion of the courses; however, a certificate of proficiency is granted each
student who satisfactorily completes
one or more courses.

In keeping with the present national emergency, Rose Polytechnic
Institute is doing a full share of the
task of preparing and training men
for technical jobs in defense work.
Not only does Rose train engineers
during the day, but it has also taken
on the job of instructing laymen in
various vital jobs. This is being done
through the many defense courses
which are offered at Rose in the
evenings. These wartime engineering, science, and management defense training courses are at present
in full swing at the school, and thus
far have an enrollment of 400 students. The courses are a completely
different unit from the engineering
courses offered during the day and
are under the supervision of mem- Junior Prom
bers of the faculty of Rose. ProfesIt has been announced by Richard
sor Carl Wischmeyer, head of the Driskell, chairman of the 1942
mechanical engineering department, Junior Prom, that Art Kassel and
has been named Institutional Repre- his celebrated orchestra have been

Professor MacLean instructing a defense class.
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scheduled to play for the Prom. This
band with the original "Castles in
the Air" music has gained fame all
over the nation and recently has
been playing in the Walnut Room of
the Bismark Hotel in Chicago.
The Rose Junior Prom is one of
the most important social functions
of the year in Terre Haute. It is to
be held in the Mayflower Room of
the Terre Haute House, April 18.
The dancing will begin at 9:30 p. m.
and continue until 1:00 a. m. Tables
on the mezzanine floor will be available for those desiring refreshments.
The price of admission is $3.30, and
tickets may be purchased from any
member of the junior class.

St. Patrick's Day
St. Patrick's Day, March 17, is
celebrated by engineering students
of most colleges by the donning of
green ties, socks, and hair ribbons,
but at Rose it holds a special significance. This day, which is so full of
tradition for engineers, has become
as much a part of Rose as the classrooms themselves. All the former
arguments of the freshmen and
sophomores are revived and in past
years skirmishes have not been infrequent. After St. Pat's Day the
freshmen may shed their green caps
and garters, trod the forbidden conder path, and for the first time feel
on an equal basis with their fellow
students.
The freshman-sophomore activities, which have been almost at a
standstill since the Homecoming
Day bonfire, have been renewed in
keeping with the spirit of the coming day. The skirmish in the recreation room February 20 looked much
like a preview to St. Patrick's Day.
The underclassmen enjoy the excitement, the upperclassmen pride
themselves in provoking it, and a
good time was had by all.
The Rose Technic

The day was properly ended with of physical education is to be subthe annual St. Patrick's Dance that ordinate to the more important acnight. The committees for this dance tive participation of each student in
had been appointed by Harris some form of physical recreation
Murchison, president of the Student during a specified period. Each stuCouncil. They were as follows: Jack dent will be required to spend one
Kennedy, general chairman; orches- hour a week under the direction of
tra committee, W. McCloud, chair- Coach Brown. The physical educaman, F. L. Kolb, and A. E. Smith; tion classes are held every day after
Place committee; B. Sollars, chair- 3:40 in the afternoon and each class
man, W. Cundiff, and W. Kniptash. has been assigned a certain day and
hour for the course. It is thought by
the
faculty of Rose that physical
Glee Club
education in this form will benefit
The Rose Glee Club sang for an the student more than a program of
assembly of the student body of calisthenics which would prove very
Woodrow Wilson Junior High uninteresting. Under the new sysSchool in the school auditorium on tem the student will be thoroughly
March 5. On February 25, they sang enjoying himself, while building up
for the home economics class at his body.
Indiana State Teachers' College.
This program was given in the ball- Chemical Warfare and
room of the Union Building.
Civilian Defense
The annual concert of the glee
During the past several weeks
club is to be given late in April. This
four
seniors in the chemical engiis the biggest event of the year for
neering
department, who will rethe club and is also an important one
ceive
reserve
officers' commissions
for the student body of Rose. An
demonstration
and
lecture on civilassortment of music, entertaining to
upon
graduation,
have
been giving a
every type of music lover, is in store
ian
defense against chemical warfor all who attend. The organization
fare.
These men, Cadet Lieutenants
has been striving hard to make this
Arlie
J. Ullrich, Eldon M. Sutphin,
concert even better than those given
William
M. Hochstetler, and Cadet
in the past.
Captaii, Leon L. O'Dell, have given
the lecture before the University
Physical Education Course
Club of Terre Haute, the freshman

Starts at Rose

A new course, required of all students except seniors, has been inaugurated at Rose in the past month.
Since the start of the war, the
country has become more and more
interested in the problem of keeping
the young men of the country in the
best of health, so that when they are
called for military duty, they will be
fully prepared from a physical viewpoint. In compliance with requests
from the War and the Navy departments, Rose has added a course in
physical training to the regular required curricula for all students.
Coach Phil Brown has been placed
in complete charge of the new
course and has already organized
the various classes into teams for
intramural competition. The theory
Al a r c h. 1 9 4 2

and senior chemistry classes, and the
A. I. Ch. E. student chapter. The
talk included demonstrations of
thermite, the service gas mask, and
samples of the various war gases.
The action of the different agents
employed by the chemical warfare
service was discussed as well as the
methods of counteracting them.

St. Mary's Tea Dances
To the regular Sunday afternoon
activities of a number of Rose men,
something new has been added in
the form of Tea Dances given by the
students of St. Mary's of the Woods
College of Terre Haute. The first of
the dances to which Rose men were
invited was held on Sunday afternoon, February 1, from one to five
o'clock. No student at St. Mary's expected the turn-out which several
well-placed invitations brought, for
there were about three Rose men at
the dance to one outsider. The dance
was pronounced a huge success by
about 60 Rose men, and the girls
from St. Mary's promptly responded
with another invitation for the 15th
of February. The same result as before showed that a good percentage
of Rose men were unquestionably in
favor of the dances. The feature
which pleased the boys more than
any other was the informality of
the affairs. There were no special

Chemical Warfare students using thermite.
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dates, the girls and men alike cut in
on the dancers, making the dances
extremely interesting and pleasant.
Because of the Lenten season, there
can be no dances involving the two
schools for a short period, but it is
hoped by the majority of students
at Rose that the dances may be continued at some future date and that
perhaps Rose can invite the St.
Mary's girls to some of its affairs.

Rose Debate Club
The debate club of Rose has been
carrying a heavy schedule this year
and has a number of future debates
planned. The two teams, negative
and affirmative, traveled to Hanover
College on Friday, February 13, and
on February 14 both teams visited
Evansville College at Evansville,
Indiana. The debates were nondecision. Rose was well represented
in the debates by Howard Irvin and
James Neerman for the affirmative
and Hulit Madinger and Fred Berghoefer for the negative, on the
question "Resolved—that the federal government should regulate by
law all labor unions in the United
States."
Over 100 debating teams from
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
New York, and Florida gathered at
Manchester College, Manchester,
Indiana, for a tournament during
the weekend of February 27 and 28.
This annual invitational tournament
has become quite important to intercollegiate debating, and each year it
brings together a representative
cross-section of the proponents of
this form of legal mayhem.
Rose sent two teams to this year's
classic—an affirmative team composed of Michael Percopo and James
Neerman and a negative team consisting of Gene McConnell and Hulit
Madinger. Among many interesting
debates in the tournament was one
in which Rose's negative team
gained a decision over an affirmative team from Indiana State
Teachers' College.
Page
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designing of a suitable cam to be used
in performing certain operations
The Rose chapter with such a machine.
AMERICAN
the American Soof
SOCIETY OF
Upon invitation from the Purdue
CIVIL
ciety of Civil EngiENGINEERS
student chapter of the A. S. M. E.,
FOUNDED
held a meeting
neers
1652
several members of the Rose branch
on February 26 at
attended a meeting of the Central
Rose. Mr. James E. Indiana Section at Purdue on
Jagger, traveling secretary for the March 13. Alan Ker was one of
Rose chapter of A. S. C. E., spoke three student speakers at this meeton the organization of the A. S. C. E., ing, the other two being from Purthe purpose of the society, and the due.
function of the national headquarters. Mr. Jagger explained that the A. I. Ch. E.
national headquarters in New York
On Friday, Februwas always willing to help engineers
ary 28, the Rose
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF
solve unusual problems. He also told
chapter of A. I. Ch.
CHEMICAL
of the purposes of laws requiring the
ENGINEERS
E. held its regular
registration of engineers.
monthly meeting. A
Mr. Fred C. Kellum, engineer of
lecture was given on
bridge design for the State Highway the subject of "Chemical Warfare"
Commission of Indiana and contact by Messrs. Ullrich, Sutphin, Hochman for the Rose chapter, gave a stetler, and O'Dell. Several interestshort talk on the design of highway ing demonstrations were shown, one
bridges in Indiana. The group then of them being the affects of ignited
adjourned to the dormitory where thermite on steel plate. It was ana dinner was served. After dinner, nounced that the Rose chapter will
slides were shown and Robert hold its annual dinner meeting in
Rockwood explained the structure the Wabash Room of the Terre Haute
and operation of the Conowingo House on April 24. The speaker will
power plant on the Susquehanna be Dr. J. G. Vail, vice-president of
River. Since the Conowingo power the Philadelphia Quartz Company
plant was built in sections, it was and former vice-president of the
possible for the river to flow in its A. I. Ch. E.
own bed at all times. This method
of construction dispensed with the Tau Beta Pi
by-passes which are often necessary
The national honorin dam construction.
ary engineering fraternity at Rose, Tau
A. S. M. E.
Beta Pi, held its second
tapping ceremony of the
The first feature
current school year at
of a program given
an
assembly on March
before the student
E. Hess and
5.
Eugene
branch on February
McConnell,
F.
Gene
26 was a motion picHodgers,
W.
ture showing the seniors, and Robert
this meeting.
principles of operation of a four- junior, were pledged at
was staged
y
initiation
Preliminar
cycle gasoline engine followed by the
when the
10,
March
night,
Tuesday
complete assembling of a modern
night-long
a
to
invited
were
men
new
automobile engine. This film was
session. Since the pledges
obtained through the courtesy of the problem
up at school the next
show
not
did
U. S. Bureau of Mines.
that the probassumed
is
it
Chairman Arthur Owens then in- morning,
To prove
difficult.
fairly
troduced George Boesel who gave lems were
this, skeptical readers may ask any
a talk on "Designing Cams For an
men about the technique inAutomatic Screw Machine." The of the
in the manufacture of chains.
volved
subject matter was well illustrated
—B.K. S.
with slides demonstrating the actual

A. S. C. E.
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under the basket and scored.
Kniptash retaliated for Rose with
a sizzling hook shot, but Greve
dropped a looper that made the score
29 to 26 in favor of Wabash. Ingram
and Greve tallied again for Wabash
and the "Little Giants" were out in
front by seven points with only eight
minutes of play remaining. Ted
Kadel, playing forward for Meurer,
made a startling interception of InF.G. F.T. P.F.
pass and raced the length of
gram's
3
1
3
1
0
2
the floor for a basket. The Engineers
2
4
10
were unable to overcome Wabash's
0
0
0
0
0
0
lead and the best they could do was
0
0
0
keep pace with them until the game
3
3
5
0
0
0
ended.

bombarded the baskets and added
another twelve goals to the totals.
Richardson tried his best by adding
eleven points for the Ravens but his
teammates supported him with only
three baskets.
The Rose team was without the
superb playing of Dick Ellsworth,
but Meurer and Smith alternately
filled up the vacant post at guard.
Rose (59)
Kadel, f.
Mehagan, f.
Kniptash, f.
Tingley, f.
Price, f.
Hillenbrand, f.
Rumbley, c.
Loser, c.
Meurer, g.
Smith, g.
Bowsher, g.
Logsdon, g.

0
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
—
—
9
25
Totals
F.G. F.T.
Anderson (36)
5
Richardson, f.
5
0
Newberry, f.
3
0
Lindemuth, c.
0
0
1
Fortner, c.
2
3
Baxter, g.
0
Meyer, g.
0
5
0
Kinion, g.
—
—
12
12
Totals
Half Score: Rose, 31; Anderson,

4
0
3
1

17
P.F.
1
1
1
4
3
0
2
12
19

The first field goal of the game
came from the hands of Charley
Meurer as he dropped a long shot
through the hoop. Bowsher dittoed
Meurer's shot and Kelley followed
with a one-pointer on Ellsworth's
foul. An extraordinarily long hook
shot by Kniptash gave Rose the lead
by one point. Wabash scored again
on a tricky out-of-bounds play, In-

gram making the basket. Rose and
Wabash matched point for point for
the remainder of the period and Ellsworth's foul shot put the Engineers
in front by a 19 to 18 score as the
half ended.
Neither team missed a shot from
the free throw line in the first half,
Rose dropping six through the hoop
against Wabash's five. Six men from
the two teams played the full forty
minutes and substitutions were
scarce.
Rose (35)
Meurer, f.
Kadel, f.
Kniptash, f.
Mehagan, f.
Rumbley, c.
Keeler, c.
Bowsher, g.
Ellsworth, g.

F.G. F.T. P.F.
3
4
1
2
1
2
1
1
6
0
0
0
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
0

Totals
Wabash (41)
Greve, f.
LaRoche, f.
Doud, f.
Kelley, c.
Ingram, g.
Long, g.
Montgomery, g.

11
11
12
F.G. F.T. P.F.
2
1
4
2
0
0
2
3
1
1
2
4
1
0
2
1
1
1
2
0
5

11
7
17
Totals
Half Score: Rose, 19; Wabash, 18

Rose vs. Shurtleff

Rose vs. Wabash
An offensive push by
Wabash's Little Giants
midway in the second
period was sufficient to
defeat the Engineers 41
to 35 on the Wabash
floor. The game was
hard fought throughout
the forty minutes of
play, and strong defensive play by both teams
kept the scores within
a three-point difference
for the first three quarters.
The second period
rally by Wabash came
from five baskets in a
row that gave them an
advantage which they
held to the final gun.
Kelley made the first
of the five by dropping
a tip-in through the
hoop. A minute later
Wabash again had the
ball and Earl Dowd,the
Giant forward, dribbled
Page
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SEASON'S SUMMARY
Lost-3

Won-12
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Total

45
32
46
66
37
67
56
31
61
66
57
59
35
33
62

34
38
31
29
38
41
28
29
35
23
43
36
41
27
34

Joliet
DePauw
Earlham
Concordia
Joliet
Anderson
Oakland City
Wabash
Shurtleff
Concordia
Earlham
Anderson
Wabash
Shurtleff
Oakland City
Total

753

507

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS FOR THE SEASON
Player
Meurer
Bowsher
Ellsworth
Kniptash
Rumbley
Hershey
Keeler
Kadel
Mehagan
Tingley
Loser
Hillenbrand
Smith
Price
Logsdon
Totals

G.
15
15
14
15
13
8
14
12
14
10
8
3
9
4
5

F.G.
79
25
18
90
36
7
12
17
8
2
5
0
1
2
4
306

F.T.

F.T.A.

50
5
22
17
16
3
12
7
4
0
0
1
2
1
1
141

75
11
29
31
30
4
22
13
7
0
2
2
4
2
3
235

P.F.
34
31
19
15
26
5
23
13
8
1
11
3
5
6
2
202

T.P.
208
55
58
197
88
17
36
41
20
4
10
1
4
5
9
753

The Rose Tech Engineers returned to the
home floor after suffering defeat from Wabash
to score a 33 to 27 triumph over Shurtleff
College of Alton, Illinois. The Pion eers
staged a rally midway
in the second half that
threatened the Engineers' lead, but the
Rose defense, upheld by
Bowsher and Ellsworth,
throttled the attack.
The game was very
slow in getting under
way, as both teams
found difficulty in attaining accuracy at the
baskets. The score was
6 to 2 in favor of Rose
after the first ten minutes of play. Ellsworth
scored two in succession and the Engineers
moved out in front. The
half ended with Tech
The Rose Technic

CAMPUS SPORTS
by William Kniptash, sophomore, ch.e.
Rose vs. Concordia
The Fighting Engineers maintained
their winning pace by crushing Concordia College 66 to 23 on the home
floor. The victory was the second
Rose has inflicted on the Fort Wayne
cagers after trouncing them 66 to 29
on Dec. 6 at Fort Wayne.
A high-powered offense coupled
with a tight defense rendered the
visitors powerless in the first twenty
minutes of play. Rose tallied eleven
points during the opening minutes
without missing an attempt. Concordia tried valiantly to sink a basket
but their aim was wild. After the
first eleven minutes the score was
23 to 0 and the Rose starting five
had been replaced by reserve
strength. A foul shot by Busch scored
the first point for Concordia, but he
failed a moment later on an attempted field goal. The Engineer's second
team advanced the score to 30 to 6
before the half ended.
Coach Brown sent the starting five
back into the lineup for the second
half. Bowsher sank a field goal for
two points and Meurer followed with
two consecutive hits from under the
hoop. A basket apiece by Rumbley,
Meurer, Bowsher, and Kniptash
brought the score 45 to 10 in the
Engineer's favor. Rumbley charged
the length of the floor on a fast
break only to be fouled by Busch on
an attempted shot. The reserve squad
went into action again and kept up
the bombardment of the basket till
the contest was over.
The scoring was widely distributed
among the players of the Rose team
and Coach Brown used the entire
squad of fifteen men in the fray. The
game marked the fifth consecutive
victory for the Engineers.
Rose (66)
Meurer, f.
Price, f.
Kniptash, f.
Kadel,f
Logsdon, f.
Hillenbrand, f
Duncan, f.
March, 1942

Loser, c.
Rumbley, c.
Keeler, c.
Bowsher, g
Tingley, g.
Ellsworth, g.
Mehagan, g.
Smith, g.

0
0
1
2
3
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
0
—
—
—
Totals
27
12
17
Concordia (23)
F.G. F.T. P.F.
' Heuman, f.
2
1
0
Meyer, f.
0
0
3
Fritz, f.
1
3
2
Sohn,f.
0
1
0
Busch, c.
0
1
4
Daniel, c.
4
0
1
Ankney, g.
1
0
2
Sylvester, g.
0
0
0
Barth, g.
0
1
1
Hanak, g.
0
0
1
—
—
—
Totals
8
7 14
Half Score: Rose, 30; Concordia, 6

Rose vs. Earlham

Earlham's Quakers suffered defeat
by a score of 57 to 43 before the fastbreaking team of the Engineers on
their home floor. Harold Bowsher
and Dick Ellsworth, the Rose "scoreless" guards, starred at the basket
with twelve and ten points respectively. Rex Anderson of Earlham led
his team with five goals and three
gift shots.
Bowsher started things off by
scoring two in succession for Rose.
Anderson tallied two points for the
Quakers but Rumbley sank two in
a row to give the Engineers the advantage. Ellsworth, Logsdon, and
Bowsher blasted away till Rose led
19 to 9 when two more by Bowsher
completed the scoring for Rose in
the half. A couple of free throws and
two baskets by Parker narrowed the
Engineer's margin to six points at
half time.
Rose kept up its bombardment of
the hoop in the second half. Kniptash scored the first basket in the
period and "Big Bill" Rumbley followed with a swisher from the right.
Britenbach tallied for Earlham and
Parker followed with a long dash
F.G. F.T. P.F.
down the floor to score a field goal.
4
3
4
0
1
2
Ellsworth and Kniptash scored again,
5
0
0
but Martin and Britenbach dropped
4
2
3
3
1
1
one apiece on tip-ins. Anderson and
0
1
2
Wilson led Earlham on a final charge
0
0
0

near the close of the game but their
rally did not materialize.
F.G. F.T. P.F.
3
3
3
1
2
1
5
0
0
1
0
0
4
0
2
0
2
1
6
0
3
0
0
0
3
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
—
—
—
Totals
11
12
23
Earlham (43)
F.G. F.T. P.F.
Patrick, f.
1
0
1
Britenbach, f.
4
0
1
Wilson, f.
1
4
1
Mills, f.
0
0
0
Butler, f.
0
0
0
Anderson, c.
5
3
1
Martin, g.
1
0
4
Parker, g.
4
0
1
Ellington, g.
2
0
4
Rodenburg, g.
0
0
0
—
—
—
Totals
18
7
13
Half Score: Rose, 23; Earlham, 17
Rose (57)
Meurer, f.
Kadel, f.
Kniptash, f.
Logsdon, f.
Rumbley, c.
Keeler, c.
Bowsher, g.
Tingley, g.
Ellsworth, g.
Mehagan, g.
Smith, g.

Rose vs. Anderson
The Engineers offensive showed
its might by defeating Anderson
College on the latter's floor by a
score of 59 to 36. The Ravens gave
little opposition to the Rose team and
remained on the trailing end of the
score throughout the forty minutes
of play.
Bill Kniptash massed a total of
twenty points by consistent shooting
from his forward position. Richardson of Anderson summed up fifteen
points from five field goals and the
same number of free throws. The
Anderson team put up a strong offensive during the first half, but the
Rose guards forced them to resort
to long shots.
Midway in the first period the
Engineers were in the lead 21 to 13
as Rumbley dropped a looper from
the right. Richardson followed with
a distance shot from the middle of
the floor. A few moments later
Mehagan added another field goal,
but Baxter of Anderson dropped a
beautiful long swisher to nullify the
Rose gain. The half ended with Rose
leading by a 31 to 19 count.
In the second half the Engineers
Page
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leading 16 to 6.
The Engineers led 24 to 15 after
eight minutes had passed in the second period when Morrison scored a
hook shot for Shurtleff to start the
Pioneer's push. Two more baskets
by Hassebrock and Hesse narrowed
the Engineer's margin. Rumbley
scored from under the hoop but
Finnan dropped a long one through
the ring and Hesse connected again.
Kniptash scored a free throw and
Hassebrock's field goal brought
Shurtleff within one point of the
Engineers. Baskets by Rumbley and
Kniptash increased the Rose lead till
Meurer's two-pointer ended the
game.
Rose (33)
Kniptash, f.
Kadel, f.
Hillenbrand, f.
Keeler, c.
Rumbley, c
Meurer, g.
Ellsworth, g.
Logsdon, g.
Bowsher, g
Totals
Shurtleff (27)
Bruegger, f.
Hesse, f.
Hassebrock, c.
Morrison, c.
Eberhart, g.
Wrenn, g.
Patterson, g.
Finnan, g.

gym. Kniptash was a little slower in
cultivating his aim, as he connected
for two goals in the first half but
marked up seven in the last twenty
minutes of the game.
The Rose team set out to gain an
early lead in the first period. Baskets
by Meurer, Mehagan, and Bowsher
gave the Engineers a 28 to 9 advantage in the later part of the
period. Cato scored three field goals
in the remaining time and the half
ended with the score at 29 to 16.
The Oaks put on a drive to catch
up at the opening of the second half.
After Kniptash and Meurer each
scored one, Cato fired one through
the hoop; E. Simmons delivered a
F.G. F.T. P.F. charity shot and Cato followed again
2
1
1
with a two-pointer. Kniptash scored
0
0
2
again with a hook shot that swished
1
0
0
0
0
2
through the net, but Smith of Oak4
0
3
land City dribbled under the basket
1
5
0
0
2
0
to tally for his team. The Engineer's
0
0
0
offense surged ahead and they led
0
3
1
62
to 34 as the final gun sounded.
16
1
11

F.G. F.T. P.F.
2
0
1
3
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
—
—
—
Totals
12
3
5
Half Score: Rose, 16; Shurtleff, 6

Rose (62)
Meurer, f.
Kadel, f.
Mehagan, f.
Kniptash, f.
Fox, f.
Keeler, c.
Rumbley, c.
Bowsher, g.
Price, g.
Tingley, g.

Ellsworth, g.
Smith, g.
Totals
Oakland City (34)
Cato, f.
Reed, f.
Anderson, f.
H. Hutchinson, f.
E. Simmons, c.
K. Simmons, g.
Nelson, g.
Smith, g.
J. Hutchinson, g.

1
1
0
0
0
1
—
—
—
26 10 10
F.G. F.T. P.F.
8
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
4
1
1
4
0
0
0
3
0
2
1
0
1

15
4 13
Totals
Half Score: Rose, 29; Oakland City, 16

Team Statistics for the Season

Field Goals: 306 out of 1120 attemps for a percentage of .273.
Free Throws: 141 out of 235 attempts for a percentage of .600.
Rose averaged 20.4 field goals per
game.
Opponents averaged 13.53 field
goals per game.
Rose averaged 9.33 free throws
per game.
Opponents averaged 6.76 free
throws per game.
F.G. F.T. P.F.
Rose averaged 50.2 points per
9
8
0
game.
1
0
0
1
0
0
Opponents averaged 33.8 points
9
0
0
0
0
0
per game.
2
1
4
Rose committed 202 personal fouls.
2
0
2
1
0
3
Opponents committed 179 personal
0
0
0
fouls.
0
0
0

Rose vs. Oakland City
The Engineers finished the 194142 basketball season in grand style
by inflicting a 62 to 34 defeat on the
Oakland City College team. The
game marked the last college contest
for Meurer, Mehagan, Keeler, and
Bowsher—seniors who will graduate
this spring.
Charley Meurer and Bill Kniptas.h
scored nine goals each with eight
free tosses also added to Meurer's
credit.
Sharp-shooter Meurer scored from
every side of the basket. He dropped
four baskets and three free shots in
the first period and kept up this
scoring pace the second half by making five two-pointers and as many
gift shots. His total of twenty-six
points is the most points any individual player ever scored in the Rose
February, 1942

The boys in action during the Wabash game.
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A-LUMI\OUS ALUM\I
edited by Wallover H. Nellis, sophomore, c.e.
Rose Grad is Steel
Company President
Joseph H. Carter of Pittsburgh,
Pa., has been named president of the
Pittsburgh Steel Company. He
graduated from Rose with the class
of '16, receiving a B. S. degree in
mechanical engineering. During his
four years at Rose he won letters in
four sports and starred in football.
Following his graduation, Mr. Carter
went to work for the Sharon Steel
Hook Company of Youngstown,
Ohio, where he was employed until
1935. He then joined the Pittsburgh
Steel Company as director and vice
president in charge of operations and
has now been elevated to the presidency of that company.
Mr. Carter is married to the
former Clara Ray of Terre Haute,
Indiana, and the couple have four
children—three daughters and a son.

Co-author of Treatise on Paper
In a bulletin recently published by
the U. S. Forests Products Laboratory, mention was made of a paper
on "Methods for Evaluating the Surface Roughness of Paper" written by
P. K. Baird and Melburn Heinig and
published in Paper Industry and
Paper World, November, 1941. Mr.
Heinig was graduated from Rose in
1928, receiving his B. S. degree in
chemical engineering. He was graduated with high honors and won the
Heminway Medal of his class. Mr.
Heinig is now employed as a junior
chemist with the Forests Products
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.

Analysis of Alumni Employment Through Class of 1 940
Dr. Prentice has compiled a list
showing the type of work in which
every graduate of Rose is engaged
up to and including the class of 1940.
This summary, which is convincing
proof of the responsible positions
Page
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38
Entrepreneur
held by Rose men, is printed here:
608
46 Technical
Retired
49
45 Education
Presidents
6
Students
Graduate
Assistant
and
Vice-Presidents
Service
Public
25
Vice-Presidents
96
Civilian
15
Secretary-Treasurers
18
Military
17
General Managers
46
Retired
23
Sales Managers
86
24 Non-engineering
Chief Engineers
17
Assistant Chief Engineers
1385
Total
Bridge Division and Signal
1778
11 Total Graduates
Engineers
279
Lost
and
Deceased
46
General Superintendents
Assistant, General, Division, &
1499
79
District Supt. or Mgr.
1385
Classified
75
Sales Engineers
11
Purchasing Agents
114
15 Unassigned
Metallurgists
Ed Note: The number of men in
29
Chemists
12 military service has been greatly inResearch Directors
26 creased since this listing was made.
Chemical Workers
30
Teachers—College
Future Editor
19
School
A letter was received the other day
14
Patent Attorneys
from
William Junker, '21, which in10
Contractors
cluded some copies of "The Dryden
Consulting Engineers or
48 Digest," a small paper printed by
Chemists
7 his young son, Allen, 13 years of
Technical Writers
age. The following are excerpts from
10
Architects
this publication:
Own engineering or chemical
28
business
BUY—United States Defense
City, State, Federal, or
Bonds. They're Worth It. Buy Bonds,
96 Not Beer, The More Japs You'll
Commission Engineers
18 Smear!
Military Engineers
322
Engineers
NOTE—Due to a shortage of
Dept. Foremen, Master
paper, I couldn't print last week's
39 issue.
Mechanics, etc.
10
Inspectors
SAY!—President Roosevelt said
2 the
Chief Draftsmen
"War Time" would save the fac8 tories
Draftsmen
thousands of kilowatt hours.
11 With
Designers
war time we get up and find
Junior and Assistant Engineers 55 it so dark that we turn on our lights
Cadet and Operating Engineers 50 from (about) 6:45 A. M. to 9:00
6 A. M. This means that every house
Graduate Students
86 uses 2 hours and 15 minutes of elecNon-engineering
tricity.
1385
Total
The H. H. A. is an agency which
general
Reclassification under
will do any odd jobs or run any
headings gives the following:
errands. The money we receive for
366 this will be used for defense stamps.
Administrative
72 Further information phone Me 8128.
Consulting
The Rose Technic
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r

mmunications have
In time of war,co
rform. Here is how
a vital duty to pe
organized to meet
the Bell System is
bility.
its great responsi
e and Telegraph
American Telephon
tes all system acCompany coordina
telephone operativities,-advises on
improved methods.
tion,searches for
erating companies
24 associated op
e service in thcir
provide telephon
s.
respective territorie
ment of A.T.&T.
Long Lines Depart
operating cominterconnects the 24
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overseas service.
ratories carries
Bell Telephone Labo
and develop.
on scientific research
ment for the system.
manufacturing,
Western Electric is the
buting unit.
purchasing and distri
h many years of
Highly trained throug
ese Bell System
working together, th
nation-wide,unicompanies provide a
ve the benefits
fied service. Never ha
clear as today
of this system been so
under pressure.
when the country is
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Return of
the Carbon
Age
CARBON ...one of Nature's oldest
and most plentiful materials ... is
making possible some of industry's
newest achievements.
In the chemical industry, massive
black towers of carbon ... erected in
incredibly short periods of time ...
speed the delivery of vital acids. The
all-carbon electrostatic precipitator...
built of carbon from the bottom to the
top of the stack ...is now an actuality.
Such towers can be erected in as little
as a week's time! Staunchly immune
to corrosion and thermal shock, they
should last indefinitely.
Today ... due to basic and applied research into the properties of carbon and graphite ...
it is possible to obtain these
black,wonder-working materials
in such a variety of forms —
blocks, bricks, beams,tubes,pipes,and fittings
... even valves and pumps... that almost any
size or shape of structure can be built from
them. For making tight joints, which give the
structure uniform properties throughout, special carbon- and graphite-base cements have
been developed.

400

Undisturbed by the torture of heat,
carbon is also a "must" in the met.
allurgical industry. Carbon cannot
be melted ... will not soften ...
and has remarkable dimensional
stability even at incandescent heat.
In addition, it will not flake off and
hot metal will not stick to it. That
is why it is ideal for such uses as
molds, cores, and plugs ... for the lining of
furnaces . .. and for sampling-dippers.
Because electric-furnace graphite
conducts heat even better than
most metals, it is becoming increasingly important in the manufacture of heat exchangers for
the processing of corrosive
liquids and gases.
These new uses for carbon and graphite ...
added to the almost interminable list of uses
that existed before ... make this era truly
a carbon age. Your inquiries are cordially
invited.
The strides made in the development of
structural carbon, and in the uses of other
carbon and graphite products, are greatly
facilitated by the technical assistance of other
Units ol Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation including The Linde Air Products Com.
pany, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation, Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes
Stellite Company, and Union Carbide and
Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.— all of
which collaborate with National Carbon Company in research into the properties and applications of carbon and graphite.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street

E133

Thu all-carbon electrostutic ptecipsS 111,0, 2 inches himl,
•

New York, N.y

If these are any indication of
Allen's ability, it seems that the
Technic may have an accomplished
writer in 5 or 6 years.
Mr. Junker was graduated from
Rose in 1921 with a B. S. degree in
mechanical engineering. He is presently employed by Emery Industries, Inc., as plant engineer. The
Junkers live at 6068 Dryden Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

New Arrivals

Pies, having been graduated from
Rose in 1939, is now employed by
RCA. Mr. and Mrs. Pies will make
their home in Indianapolis.

Departed
Arthur F. Gordon of the class of
1897 passed away January 29 in
Washington, D. C. He was Senior
Highway Bridge Engineer of the
Public Roads Administration.

Grade A Grads

Mr. and Mrs. Max L. Mitchell of
Maxville, Tenn., are the proud
parents of a son, Norman Bee, born
January 31. Mr. Mitchell graduated
from Rose in 1940 and is now employed by C. H. Hurd, consulting
engineers.
Capt. and Mrs. Clifton Pratt are
proud to announce the birth of a
son, Clifton Allen Pratt II. Captain
Pratt graduated from Rose in 1932.

Weddings
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Nash of Robinson, Illinois, have announced the
marriage of their daughter, Ruth, to
Robert W. Dispennett. Mr. Dispennett was graduated from Rose in
1938 and is assistant editor of "Food
Industries Magazine."
Mr. Ivan Morris of Terre Haute
has announced the marriage of his
daughter, Miss Rose Morris, to Frank
G. Pearce. Mr. Pearce was graduated from Rose in 1940 and is now
attending Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The Pearces will make
their home in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Miss Alice Earl recently became
the bride of John R. Pies, son of
Mrs. Henry Pies of Terre Haute. Mr.

,9

tAhrn
th
, asisiiistan.t

Central Railroad, has
been named president of the Chicago alumni chapter of Tau Beta Pi,
national honorary engineering fraternity.
Thomas A. Novotney,
formerly employed by the
National Radiator Corporation, is laboratory manager for the
S. K. Wellman Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
Frank J. Sabla, formerly
a foreman at the Terre
Haute Malleable and
Manufacturing Company,is Foundry
Development Enginer with the Whiting Corporation at Harvey, Illinois.
Harold Reintjes reported
to Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
on January 29. He was
formerly employed by the Corn
Products Refining Company, Argo,
Illinois.

'13

'31

'35

Albert Lotze has gone to
the Anacostia Naval Station, Washington, D. C.,
in the radio division of the Naval
Research Laboratory.

'37

Stephen Koos is in the Radio
Specialty School at Fort Eustis, Virginia.
Robert Pearce has taken
a position as service engineer with the Brown Instrument Company, Indianapolis,
Ind.

'38

,39

Luther L. Yaeger, formerly with the Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Company, is in the Naval Reserve
Officers Training School.

David M. Huggins, employed by the Erie Railroad, has been transferred
to Hornell, New York.

'40

Willard V. Louthen, is an Ensign
in the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, Washington, D. C. He
is technical assistant to the Chief
Aerologist, and was formerly a graduate student at the University of
Chicago.

'41

Lieutenant John R. Roberts is at Seattle, Washington, in the 42nd Engi-

neers.

ex'44

Jim Fields is in the
Air Corps at Kessler
Field, Miss.

Robert J. Marks, previously with the International Harvester Company, has taken a position as engineer in charge of the Rock River
Industrial Group, Rockford, Illinois.

A widow is the most fortunate
woman in the world. She knows
everything about men, and all the
men who know anything about her
are dead.

1:1

CI

'36

EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.

HERM RASSEL
TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
15 S. 7th St.
C-1034

HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP

CROWN HAT SHOP

C-1425

Compliments
American Loan & Finance Co.

Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.

Compliments

24 N. 6th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Phone C-6011

Plumbing and Heating

1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
13
E

LOANS

CI

40 Years Experience
30-32 N. 6th St.
Phone C-2394

FINANCING

129 So. 7th St.

CARL RIGGS DRUGS
8th and Wabash

CI
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NESTS FOR U. S.
WARBIRDS
(Continued from Page 7)
air field. Runways should be colored
to harmonize with the land around
them. Hedge-rows and roads may be
made to appear to cross the runways, and cultivated fields and
orchards may be simulated where
they might fit into the general appearance of the countryside.
It is not necessary to grade level
a square mile of land in order to
make an air field. If one 3500 by 600
foot area is leveled out so that it
runs with the prevailing wind and
so that no high trees or other obstacles hinder the gliding path of
incoming planes, a suitable air field
can be made. There is no reason for

WANT A JOB?
Good Application Photos
From Your Modulus Negative

leveling the land between crossing
runways. Actually, slightly rolling
ground between leveled runways
makes drainage problems easier to
solve and aids in concealment from
enemy observation.
One way of protecting planes and
air fields is to build dummy planes
and mock air fields in the district
of the actual air base. These are designed to attract enemy bombers
and to take the bomb loads intended
for the actual bases.
The problems involved in building
land facilities for America's planes
are many, but with the progress already made by army and civilian
engineers, the problems will be
solved in such a way that they will
help our forces to defeat the combined strengths of our enemies.
There will be a great need for military landing fields to accommodate
the thousands of war planes which
are being built, and many engineers
will be needed to carry out this
work. The work must be well done,
and Americans believe American
engineers can do it well.

CHEMISTRY—IN THE
FOREFRONT OF
DEFENSE
(Continued from Page 9)
Named Butvar, Vinylites, Koroseal,
hose, chemical-tank linings, combs,
belts, garters, and evening slippers.
Cellulose Ethers-1935. Ethylcellulose. Used as a tough wire coating
and as a transparent foil in competition with cellophane.
Acrylic-1936. Methyl methacrylate. Plexiglas and Lucite. Crystal
transparency, rigid stability, glowing
colors. Used for cockpits and gun
turrets of fighting planes.
Styrene-1937. Ethylene benzene.
Known as Styron. The plastic that
tinkles. Lightest plastic known. Has
unusual dielectric properties and
stability.
Lignin-1937. Known as Benaloid
and Benalite. Used in panels and
wall board.
Cellulose Acetate Butyrate-1938.
Used for protective coatings. •
Vinylidene Chloride-1939. A flexible plastic known as Saran. Highest
tensile strength of any plastic.

6 for $1.50
12 for $2.50

Temple
Laundry Co.

MARTIN'S PHOTO SHOP

Melamine-1940. Melamine formaldehyde. Made from calcium
cyanamide fertilizer base. Thermosetting.
0

Crawford 3374
3375

FISCHER'S
Auto Supply
Stores

Terre Haute, Indiana

Auto Accessories and
Necessities of
All Kinds

HERM ERMISCH

We Welcome Your Patronage

CLEANERS

329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
14 W. NATIONAL - BRAZIL

Terre Haute's Newest Cleaners

Your Sporting Goods Store

0

16th & Poplar

726 Wabash Ave.
TERRE HAUTE

C-5056

INDIANA
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"The Fountain Pen Store"

HERB LEACH
QUALITY SHOP

Drawing Equipment and Supplies

Things to Wear for Men who Care

VIQUESNEY'S
604 Wab. Ave.
Page
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815 Ohio St.

523 Wabash
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The heat treatment that
contradicted itself
How Westinghouse Engineers straightened out a paradox in steel
have been heatM treating steelfor 2,500
years.They've
ETALLURGISTS

taken steel parts, subjected them to heat,
cooled them quickly by quenching them
in water,oil, or gas,and so hardened them.
But the heat treatment contradicted
itself.
For while they were heat-treating the
steel to harden it ... they also softened it.
As the steel was being heat-treated, oxygen combined with the surface carbon,
decarburized and softened the surface.
Naturally, metallurgists had to remove
this softened surface. They had to pickle,
grind, or machine the surface—processes

111111111011•1

temperature control and entirely eliminate gas fumes. Then, they created a
special atmosphere for the furnace. They
heated ammonia (NH3) in the presence
of a catalyst and separated it into its
component parts, nitrogen and hydrogen.
The nitrogen is inert and won't combine
with anything. The hydrogen, in the absence of oxygen and water vapor, also
refuses to have anything to do with the
carbon.
In this special atmosphere, which Westinghouse engineers called Ammogas,steel
parts could be treated with electric heat
and . . . no softening of the outer surface
took place, no time-wasting, inefficient
finishing had to be done. The dies and
other steel parts came out of their heat
treatment bright, shiny, all ready to use.
The Ammogas furnace that Westinghouse engineers created took care of the
heat-treating of costly parts like dies,
which can be gas-hardened and are not
produced in great quantities. But Ammogas is expensive—too expensive for

ture heat-treating jobs, and do them ar.
low cost. They heated ordinary gas (natural or manufactured city gas is all right)
and, by a special but inexpensive process,
changed it into a gas rich in hydrogen and
carbon monoxide and containing a little
water vapor and carbon dioxide.
Endogas doesn't do its work by avoiding all decarburizing agents, carbon dioxide and water vapor; it overpowers them
by the inclusion of agents like carbon
monoxide and methane that work in the
opposite direction.
In effect, Endogas maintains a balance
between carburizing and decarburizing
forces. This balance can be so closely
controlled that it is even possible to add

A diagram of the A mmocas furnace.
carbon to the steel that's being heattreated.
Today, the Ammogas and Endogas
furnaces are hard at work heat-treating
dies, castings, airplane parts, steel parts
of all kinds, helping to turn them out
faster and better—saving industry time,
money, and mistakes—speeding crucial
war production.

,

*
'

This photomicrograph of
SA E-6150 Spring Steel
shows.005" decarburization with ordinary
scale-free attnosphere.

This photomicroeraph
of SA E-6150 Spring
Steel shows no decarburization with Endogas attnosphere.

which not only wasted time and cost
money but also accounted for a whole lot
of inefficiency.
The dimensions of many steel parts,
especially dies, have to be accurate to a
few thousandths of an inch. So, metallurgists had to make the steel parts larger to
start with, just enough larger so that
they'd be the right size after the softened
surface had been removed. And that left
room for plenty of mistakes.
o• Something, Westinghouse engineers decided, should be done to get rid of all this
heat-treating trouble.
They figured the thing to do was to
find a way to keep carbon-hungry oxygen
from getting at the steel surface. And
that was the thing they did.
First, they settled on using an electric
furnace since it would give them accurate
March, 1942

Here is an Ammogas Furnace.
the ordinary heat-treating of thousands
of machine parts. And it is not suitable
for heat-treatments requiring high temperatures.
So Westinghouse engineers developed
Endogas—a special atmosphere which
would do large-quantity, high-tempera-

*

*

There is one reason why Vkrestinghouse was
able to create controlled atmosphere furnaces and lick decarburization. It is because
Westinghouse is an engineer's company.
There are 3,500 engineers in Westinghouse . . . in service, in sales, in design, in
research, in management, in every branch of
the business. Engineers hold key positions
in each of the 17 Divisions of the Westinghouse Company.
Engineers determine our ability to find
better ways to get jobs done. Engineers
direct the creation and manufacture of our
products. Upon engineers our success depends.
Behind our training and our encouragement of individual effort, there is a definite
purpose. Behind our organization set-up of
many divisions, which are like small companies within a company, there is a definite
purpose. That purpose is to develop young
engineers like you into the kind of engineers
who will take good care of our future.

Westinghouse
"An Engineer's Company," Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Copr. 1942, Weetinghoune Electric & Mitourecturintr Co.
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FRATERNITY
FRAGME\TS
their respective offices are: Jack
Rush this year Warrick, Commander; Bob Drake,
Chapbrought fifteen new Lt. Commander; Ed Martin,
and
Recorder;
Tucciarone,
Tony
lain;
pledges into Beta
Treasurer.
Theising,
Warren
Upsilon of Sigma
The first prominent social event
Nu. Those men now
drew
wearing the pledge for the chapter this semester
of
member
every
pin of Sigma Nu applause from
the
being
occasion
are: Bill Fowle, Bill Woolsey, Wil- Beta Upsilon, the
This year the
dance.
pledge
annual
liam Cornell, John White, Francis
hardwood
the
on
held
was
dance
Pfrank, Allen Smith, Robert Dinkle,
Terre
the
of
Room
Wabash
the
of
and Ted Kadel, of Terre Haute;
by
was
music
the
and
House,
Haute
Robert Leathers and Paul Jewell, of
comThe
his
band.
and
Wilson
Gene
Pittsburgh, Pa.; George Butwin and
included Jack
Charles Fox of Seelyville; Gene mittee for the dance
and Bob
Theising,
Warren
Coltrin of Johnstown, Pa.; and Warrick,
to conwishes
chapter
Drake. The
Francis McDonald of Clinton, Ind.
job.
splendid
gratulate them on their
A house party held on February 7,
following Beta Upsilon's all-out at- Theta Xi
tendance at the Rose-Concordia
The annual frabasketball game, gave the pledges
ternity rush season
their first glimpse of fraternity life.
at Rose has ended
Activities such as dancing, ping pong,
and Kappa chapter
and card playing were accompanied
of Theta Xi came
by a very comical attempt of the
through with flying
members of the chapter and the
colors. After enterguests to ride two of the famous
taining the freshHollywood wooden horses. The fea- men of Rose for the two days of
ture event of the evening was the rush, Kappa chapter is proud to anrace between Professor McLean and nounce the pledging of the following
Dr. Knight. Professor McLean riding men: William Backes, Glenview, Ill.;
the horse "Buck" came home leading Lawson Bramblett, Brazil, Ind.; Roy
the field.
Carlson, Auburn, Ind.; Ernest CurChapter elections on February 9 tis, Terre Haute; Richard Deutsch,
placed all new men in the offices of Louisville, Ky.; George DoyenBeta Upsilon. Those new leaders and muehle, Winnetka, Ill.; Thomas

Sigma Nu

Hayes, Chicago, Ill.; Charles Hupp,
Lagrange, Ill.; Paul Kaplan, Louisville, Ky.; Jack Joyce, Ross, Ind.;
James Milner, Cleveland Heights,
Ohio; James Mitten, Linton, Ind.;
Ed Moller, South Orange, N. J.; William Suiter, Evanston, Ill.; James
Torr, Centerpoint, Ind.; and Carl
Wolcott, Harrisburg, Ill.
On February 13 the actives and
the pledges of Kappa chapter were
entertained at Hotel Riley, Indianapolis, by the Theta Xi Alumni Club
of Indianapolis. A general bull session and get-together was held before the dinner. The speaker for the
evening was Mr. R. F. Borkenstein,
chief laboratory technician of the
Indiana State Police. His subject was
"Scientific Crime Detection." The
highlight of the evening was the
demonstration of the "lie detector."
The chapter celebrated its annual
pledge dance with the music of Gene
Wilson and his band. The dance was
a sport affair held in the Deming
Ballroom on February 21. Among
the chaperons and guests for the evening were: Professor and Mrs. E. A.
MacLean, Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Knight,
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Simmons, and
Miss Helen Mahley. A fine time was
enjoyed by all who were present.
There were enough stags present to
make the dance one of the most outstanding and successful that has ever
been given by the chapter,

a
DRINK

Come In—See the New

Perdiew Cleaner

KUPPENHEIMER AND VARSITYTOWN
SPRING
SUITS AND TOPCOATS

15 No. 8th

IN BOTTLES

Also

"The Pause That Refreshes"

Smart New Spring
Sportswear

COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave.

C-7094

CARL WOLF
631 Wabash

C-6767

LI

BOWL
at the House of
TEN PINS
6th and Wabash
M. G. Baker, Mgr.

B-8500
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The pipe that can't keep a secret...

LEFT: PYREX Pipe Lines—from 1" to 4"
in diameter—are hung much like other types
of piping. This picture shows the use of
straight lengths, an "L",and two "T's".
ABOVE: This close-up of 4"PYREX Piping
shows the parts used in ajoint: metalilanges,
asbestos inserts, and a gasket.

Prig-11S ginger ale maker is asfinicky
as a New England housewife.
(Probably why his ginger ale is an
Eastern best-seller.)
"I want pipe I can see through",
he said, "so I know it's clean. Pipe
that can't alter the flavor of my
product any more than the glass
bottles it is sold in. Darn it, I want
glass pipe!"
Glass pipe lines, made by Corning,
are a familiar sight in food, beverage, and chemical plants ... paper
mills, refineries, explosives factories
.. . drug, medicine, and cosmetic
plants ... in short, wherever product purity is vital.
Highly resistant to corrosion attack, Corning's PYREX Piping
March, 1942

eliminates this cause of contamination. Transparent,it keeps no secrets
... a glance tells of flow, cleanliness,
color, sedimentation. And freedom
from pitting and scaling means long
life for these pipe lines, with low
maintenance costs.
Important? Yes. For in today's
urgent program there's no place for
impure products, production stoppage, high maintenance costs, or
wasted materials. And in many instances, glass has proved it can outperform metals, do an essential job
better and at a lower cost.
To the engineer, this glass piping is
important as an example of the
many-sidedness of glass in industry
and of Corning research in glass...

research that takes in its stride such
divergent tasks as the making of a
tiny chemical-resistant glass spring,
smaller than your thumb, or the
casting of the world's largest telescope mirror, a giant one-piece disc
20 tons in weight. Today more than
ever Corning is headquarters
for research in glass. Industrial Division, Corning Glass
Works, Corning, New York.

OR\ING
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Research in Glass
age
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Mrs. Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons,
The highest honor and Mr. and Mrs. Kniptash. Our
for a senior A T 0 faculty guest at the dinner meeting
of Gamma Gamma was Professor MacLean who disis to be selected to cussed the simplicity of Applied
represent the chap- Mechanics for the benefit of the
ter for the Thomas sophomores.
In spite of tire rationing, Gamma
Arkle Clark Award.
had a perfect attendance at
Gamma
This award is given to the outstandDance on March 14 in
State
the
ing A T 0 senior of each province
Indianapolis.
and also to the outstanding A T 0
senior of the country, being based
Lambda Chi Alpha
50(/( on scholarship, 25(/( on charThe Theta-Kapacter, and 25',/( on leadership. This
pa Zeta of Lambda
year the brothers have confidently
Chi Alpha is very
chosen Harold Bowsher, member of
pleased to anTau Beta Pi, co-captain of both the
nounce the pledgfootball and basketball teams, presiing of the followdent of Blue Key, and associated in
ing men: Burton
many other activities.
Dick RoesingBaker,
Charles
Butts,
The social calendar for the month
Sauer, WarDick
Zimmer,
included an open house on Feb. 7, er, Carl
William
Vance,
attendance at the Centenary Meth- ren Ping, Robert
Hanes,
odist Church Feb. 8, a serenade at Evers, Carl Campbell, Jim
Hubert Paythe State dormitory Feb. 26, a swim- Bernard Vonderschmitt,
Steck, Jack
Robert
Lape,
Jean
ton,
ming party Feb. 28, and a dinner
Hillenbrand. This
Francis
and
Hief,
meeting March 2. Chaperons for the
successful
open house were Lieutenant and has been one of the most
rush weeks that the chapter has ever
enjoyed.

Alpha Tau Omega

Men of Rose
May We call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

On Friday, February 6, the chapter held its first open house of the
current season with Mr. and Mrs.
Orien Simmons and Mr. and Mrs.
C. S. Bresett acting as chaperons.
Lt. and Mrs. P. D. Bennett were also
the guests of the chapter.
On Saturday, February 14, many
of the actives and pledges of this
chapter traveled to Indianapolis to
attend the annual state dance and
dinner which is sponsored each year
by the Indianapolis Alumni Association and the Chapters in Indiana.

D and H
Laundry
and
Odorless Dry Cleaning

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.

ALL CLASSES OF
LAUNDRY WORK

HANOVER

Crawford 6901 - 6228

140 North 6th St.

New Spring Styles

12th and Chestnut

$4.50 per pair

TERRE HAUTE,IND.
rg
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"FACE-SAVING" 20th CENTURY STYLE

teeth no longer render crushW ORN
ing equipment useless, nor do they
long, costly delays. Today there

mean
is a simpler, faster, less expensive way
— hard facing with the Airco Oxyacetylene Flame. Reports indicate that
teeth built up by this proved Airco
process last longer, yet cost only 25%
of a new segment. Cost of replacing
the entire crusher is, of course, far
greater.
Airco Hard-Facing is a versatile
process. Wearing parts of varying
shape and size can be rebuilt economically, speedily. Standard oxyacetylene welding apparatus is employed.

Not only for maintenance of equipment, but on thousands of production
lines, the Airco Oxyacetylene Flame is
on the firing line speeding countless
defense products to completion. It has
been drafted to cut steel to any desired
shape, to flame harden metal parts for
longer life, to weld two or more metal
parts into a strong, lasting unit, to machine metals with unrivaled speed, to
clean and dehydrate metal surfaces
for lasting paint jobs.
A pictorial review "Airco in the
News" shows in an interesting manner
these many uses of the flame. Write
for copy.

AIR
REDUCTION
Pe

(//ee

60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING
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SIGMA NU
First Row—McDonald, Smith, Butwin, Coltrin, Fox, Leathers.
Second Row—Ice, Pfrank, Jewell, Fowle, Woolsey, White, Cornell.

PLEDGES
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Smith.
First Row—Strong, Wiebel, Wolf, Colclesser, Kress, Alpha,
, Thompson.
Tingley
and,
Milholl
Newlin,
Price,
r,
rpente
Row—Ca
Second
ilk, Campbell,
Lowderm
eimer,
Partenh
Third Row—Hegtary, Smith, Guthre,
rn.
Voges, McGove

First Row—Joyce, Hayes, Milner, Kaplan, Deutch.
Second Row—Backes, Mitten, Bramblett, Torr, Carlson.
Third Row—Suiter, Curtis, Woolcott, Dovenmuhl, Hupp, Moller.

On Stairs—Lape, Steck, Sauer.
Second Row—Butts, Payton.
Third Row—Hillenbrand, Hanes.

Fourth Row—Evers, Roesinger, Baker.
Seated—Vance, Ping.

BITS OF WIT
edited by W.Alan Winslow, sophomore, ch.e.
A soldier went to his colonel and
The school teacher, in trying to
for leave to go home to help
word
asked
the
of
meaning
explain the
with her spring house
wife
his
by
walking
"slowly," illustrated it
cleaning.
across the room.
"I don't like to refuse you," said
When she asked the class to tell
her how she walked, she nearly the colonel, "but I've just received a
fainted when Little Mabel shouted, letter from your wife, saying that
you are no use around the house."
"Bow legged."
The soldier saluted and turned to
At the door he stopped, turned
go.
The sweet young thing entered the
and
remarked:
office of the fashionable dog kennels
there are two persons
"Colonel,
and tripped up to the handsome
in this regiment who handle the truth
young man at the desk.
loosely, and I'm one of them. I'm
"I want a pet," she cooed.
not married."
sadly,
replied
he
to,"
"I'd love
"but the boss is awfully strict."
Bashful Young Man (to fair clerk
in hardware store): "I would like to
see about 50 feet of your hose,
please."
The Fair One: "What do you
think I am, sir, a centipede?"

"Mrs. Clancy, yer child is badly
spoiled."
"Gwan wid yez."
"Well if you don't believe me,
come and see what the steam roller
just did to it."

"It's sad," said the sentimental
landlady at the table, "to think that
May: "My sister had a new baby
this poor lamb should be slaughtered this morning."
in the flower of his youth just to
Jay: "A boy or a girl?"
satisfy our appetites."
May: "Of course. What else could
"Yes," agreed the cynical boarder, it be?"
"it is tough."

"This is my car," exploded the
"Do you know," said the profesirate tourist to the garage man,"and sor's wife, "you haven't kissed me
what I say about it goes—see?"
for a whole week!"
Just then a dirty-faced machinist
"Haven't I? Then who have I been
crawled out from under the dead kissing?"
engine and said: "Say 'Engine,'
mister."
He: "Pardon me, did you drop
handkerchief during that last
your
"Hug the wall," said a man in
rhumba?"
London.
She: "Oh, I was never so emSaid the man addressed, "I'm
barrassed in my life. That's my
practically a mural now."
dress."
He (as they drove along a country
road): "You know, honey, you look
lovelier to me every minute. Do you
know what that is a sign of?"
She: "Sure. You're about to conserve gas for national defense."

Fussy Lady: "Does your mother
know you smoke?"
Midget: "Lady, does your husband
know you speak to strange men on
the street?''

News story of the month:
GAS OVERCOMES GIRL WHILE
TAKING BATH
"Miss Cecelia Jones owes her life
to the watchfulness of the elevator
boy and the janitor of the hotel
where she was stopping."

Clem: "I sent a dollar to a firm
for a cure for my horse that slobbers."
Zeke: "What did you get?"
Clem: "A slip of paper on which
was written: 'TEACH HIM TO
SPIT.'"
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"Write me a story," said the teacher, "that contains some reference to
religion, to modesty and to nobility.
And it must be short."
About five minutes later Johnny
raised his hand. "Well, Johnny, let's
hear what you have written."
And Johnny read: "My Gawd,"
said the countess, "take your hand
off my knee."

The fellow who called it necking
was a poor judge of distance.
Papa: "Now, daughter, I simply
won't have you kissing that new boy
friend of yours like that."
Daughter: "Oh, give him a chance,
father—he'll learn."
The only serious reflecting some
girls do is when they are on a
polished dance floor.
Linda: "Joe was just burning to
get fresh last night."
Jane: "And what did you do?"
Linda: "I put him out."
Movie Actress: "I'll endorse your
cigarettes for no less than $50,000."
Cigarette Magnate: "I'll see you
inhale first."
"I hear that your son left college
because of poor eyesight."
"Yes, he mistook the dean of women for a co-ed."
The Rose Technic

6-Eaw,as/Vows
all-important to the scientists who are doing the research
work.
Dr. Raymond M. Fuoss, of the General Electric Research L.aboratory, in Schenectady, has found that some
molecules wiggle like worms when an alternating electric
field is applied to them. Such molecules are electrically
lopsided, and when in an electric field they tend to line up,
just as compass needles line up with the magnetic field of
the earth.

BLACKOUT WATCHMAN
HE problem of maintaining a night light in his place
of business and at the same time complying with
blackout regulations was solved by a Schenectady machineshop owner by means of a G-E photo tube, or "electric
eye." Rules required that all lights be extinguished within
five minutes of an air-raid warning. That meant either
hiring a watchman or turning out all lights at closing
time.

T

From this tendency of the molecules to move to and fro
in an electric field, scientists are able to determine how
the various molecules are built. With this information,
new molecules can be designed to meet specific needs. Since
artificial silk and rubber and many plastics are composed
of these worm-like molecules which react in an electrical
field, materials of a wide variety of properties may be
expected as a result of these researches.

44,

The first night that the lights were turned out, the
shop was broken into. So the owner, Andrew Tessier, put
the "electric eye" to work. He installed the tube in an
upstairs window, pointing at the nearest street light.
When, during a practice blackout or raid warning, the
street light is extinguished, the tube immediately turns
out all lights in the shop. When the street lights go on
again, so do the night lights. The"eye" provides a watchman who doesn't go to sleep on his job, and whose total
cost is about two weeks' pay for an actual watchman.
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NOT FOR WILLIEHE General Electric Company is proud of the variety
of services it renders its customers. Nevertheless,
company officials were surprised by one recent request
from a woman who had seen a G-E advertisement in a
magazine.
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The illustration in the advertisement contained a
picture of a young boy. The woman also had a boy, and
her boy looked very much like the boy in the photograph.

ITH the increasing use of plastics and of artificial
silk and rubber in defense activities, the structural
qualities of the molecules that make up these materials is

Mother and son had only recently moved to New
York. Since then, she had taken her son to a number of
different barbers, but none of them had produced a
haircut that suited her. And so, in desperation, she wrote
to General Electric to find where the boy in the advertisement had his hair cut. It was just the type of cut she
had vainly tried to get.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

MOLECULES MARCH!
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943-34-211

Chesterfield salutes with Millions of Fans
THE GOLDEN JUBILEE
of America's most popular sport
BASKETBALL

ac- lime
//V,
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It's

hesterfield
... for Milder Better Taste
for Cooler Smoking

Over 90,000,000 is Basketball's
yearly attendance...topsfor any American
sport...and this year marks the celebration of its Golden Jubilee. The game was
founded by Dr. James Naismith and had its
modest start in 1891 in Springfield, Mass.
Such popularity must be deserved

CO,
Copyright 1942, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO

That's what millions of Chesterfield smokers get
every time they light up...and that's why these millions
are saying Chesterfield gives me more pleasure than any
other cigarette I ever smoked.
Make your next pack Chesterfield and you too will
enjoy everything you want in a cigarette...made to
your taste with the Right Combination of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos.
aM)
Every time...7ZrS

